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Airplane Design 101: Part 2 - Size

mined the size of the wing and engine required to meet the design goals. You might ... weight fraction of about 10 percent ... weight of the different parts of an airplane, but it doesn't .... tio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by ..... minutes reserve). 
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n part one of this series in the February issue we discussed many factors to consider in designing your own airplane. We made a list of the airplane's requirements, did a first estimate of the gross weight based on the desired useful load, and determined the size of the wing and engine required to meet the design goals.



nately, studies on many existing airplanes help estimate the weights on new designs. Detailed weight studies show how the structural weight is spread out in a typical airplane, and Figure 1 shows the average weight breakdown of single-engine Cessnas (Reference 1). The Cessnas' strut-braced wings contribute to their low wing weight fraction of about 10 percent of the airplane's gross weight. Cantilever wings typically have a weight You might have noticed that we never got fraction closer to 15 percent of the airplane's around to even sketching what the airplane gross weight. might look like; instead we decided how clean Figure 1 helps us get a rough handle on the we were going to make it. This month we'll weight of the different parts of an airplane, but start laying out the airplane so we can estimate it doesn't take into account the variables that how much the major parts will weigh and lo- affect the structural weight such as the concate them to make sure that we have a practical struction method, wing area, wingspan, fusecenter of gravity range. lage length, and more. Again, we can be thankWe'll also learn how to lay out the landing ful that people have studied different airplane gear, because its location affects the weight structures, construction methods, and sizes to and balance and ground handling. Next come up with empirical equations to predict month, the final part of this series will discuss weights for new designs. sizing the horizontal tail, vertical tail, and The weight estimation equations in the "Deailerons to give you a nice flying airplane sign-2" spreadsheet (to download it, click the when it's finished. EAA Sport Aviation cover on the EAA website at www.eaa.org) are based almost entirely on inforDetailed Weight Estimates mation presented in Reference 2, an unpubEstimating the weights of the different parts is lished manuscript written by Herb Rawdon, one of the most difficult things to do when de- who, with Walter Burnham, designed the fasigning an airplane. You not only need to know mous Travel Air Mystery Ship. how much the different parts weigh, but also Herb later became the chief engineer for where their center of gravity is to get the air- Beech Aircraft's design and research division, plane's weight and balance to work out. Fortu- and in later years he helped do the preliminary Sport Aviation
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design of the Cessna 177. The manuscript is a wealth of practical information on designing airplanes, and it is a shame that it never got published. By the time you're ready to estimate the weights of your airplane structure, you must have an idea of how you're going to build it. Will it have a strut-braced or cantilever wing? Will it be all metal, composite, or tube and rag? Fortunately, Herb's book has weight information for both all-metal and fabric-covered airplanes. Estimating the weights of composite airplane structures is more difficult because fewer studies of them have been published. The great variation in the construction methods and materials used makes estimates more difficult. Reference 3 suggests that the weights of composite structure are about 15 percent heavier than equivalent metal parts, so that's what the spreadsheet uses. Composite parts made from graphite will be lighter than those in fiberglass, so some reduction could be allowed for that. Another thing you must decide is your design's ultimate load factor. The stronger the airplane, the heavier its structure will be. Table 1 gives the ultimate load factor (with a 1.5 safety factor) for several different categories of certificated airplanes.
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Rgure 1. Average weight breakdown for Cessna single engine airplanes



Years ago airplane designers settled on a coordinate system to make it easier to locate and keep track of where the different parts are on an airplane. Any position from front to back on a fuselage is said to be on a fuselage station, or FS for



short. The vertical locations are on a waterline, or WL. Locations to the left or right of the centerline of the fuselage are on a buttock line, or BL. Most airplane profile views you've seen have the nose pointed to the left because



Three-View Proposal



Estimating weight and balance is easier if you have a three-view sketch of your proposed design. You can use 8.5by-11-inch graph paper (10 squares to the inch works well) or any CAD drawing program. For graph paper I suggest a scale of 30-to-l or 50-to-l so each view will fit on one page. 46
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Rgure 2. Typical cockpit dimensions Table 1



Airplane Category Ultimate Load Factor Normal 5.7



Utility 6.6



Aerobatic 9.0



Sport Plane 6.0



this is what the airplane industry has adopted, so you might as well draw yours that way, too. Some airplane designs have the firewall as FS 0. This means that everything forward of the firewall has a negative FS value, and that can be confusing if you are not careful. I like to have the firewall as FS 100. That way, unless you're using a turboprop engine, all the parts of the airplane will have a positive fuselage station. Similarly, you can use the bottom of the firewall or the prop location as WL 100. Just be sure that all parts on your airplane have positive FS and WL locations. A good place to start is laying out the cockpit or cabin-side view. This is the most important part of the airplane, so spend time getting things arranged the way you want. By now you should have decided how many people you want your plane to carry, as well as the seating arrangement (tandem, side by side, etc.). As a starting point for laying out the cockpit you can use Figure 2, which is based on Reference 4. References 5 and 6 also have information on cockpits. They have so much practical information in them about airplane construction that I highly recommend them to anyone interested in designing an airplane. References 7 and 8 are good information sources on the sizes of different people as well as suggestions for back and leg angles required for good comfort. For a single-seat or tandem cockpit its inside width should probably be at least 20 inches, and it should be at least 40 inches for a side-byside configuration. If your plane has tandem seating or more than one row of seats, you need to decide on the spacing between the rows. The Piper Cub and Tri Pacer have 28inch spacing, and the Cessna 172 has 36 inches, so somewhere between these extremes should be appropriate. Keep in mind that row spacing affects weight and balance, and the greater the spacing the more difficult it'll be to get your weight and Sport Aviation
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LANCAIR



HARTZELL AN AIRCRAFT THAT CHEATS THE LAWS OF PHYSICS DESERVES A PROPELLER THAT DOES THE SANE. "High performance aircraft such as the Lancair IV need propeller airfoils specifically designed for high-speed, high altitude performance. We tested extensively on the IV and the Hartzell's performance could not be beaten. That's why it's recommended. Call us at (541) 923-2233 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, "Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitpiane," use SPORT AVIATION'S i """-'J reader -'««»., f service card.



Lance A. Neibauer, President, Lancair
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This month well start laying out the airplane so we can estimate a practical center of gravity range and lay out the landing gear, because its location affects the weight and balance and ground handling. balance to work. With all that said, it's probably a good idea to build a crude mock-up of your cockpit to make sure you have sufficient comfort, visibility, and room to move before you get too far along in your design. Before we can flesh out the rest of the fuselage we need to start thinking about the locations of the wing and tail. The wing must be located so the airplane's forward and aft center of gravity (CG) positions fall roughly between 15 to 30 percent of the wing's mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). You can design an airplane with a greater CG range, but the horizontal tail will start getting pretty large. For example, the biggest CG range I'm aware of is 7 to 40 percent MAC for the Cessna 208 Caravan. Mean aerodynamic chord (sometimes called the mean geometric chord) is a term that pops up a lot when talking about aerodynamics. It's the location on the wing where all the aerodynamic forces are considered to act. For a rectangular wing the MAC is the same as the average wing chord, which you can calculate by dividing the wing area by the wingspan. On a tapered wing the MAC also depends on the taper ratio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by the root chord). If you are designing a biplane, determining the MAC and its 48
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r Figure 3. Determining the location of the MAC



location is more complicated because it depends on the area and span of both wings, as well as the gap and stagger between the wings. See Reference 9 for more details. The spreadsheet will calculate the MAC for a monoplane only, so you will have to modify the spreadsheet if you want to use it for a biplane design. For a rectangular wing the MAC is the same as the average wing chord, which you can calculate by dividing the wing area by the wingspan.



On a tapered wing the MAC depends on the taper ratio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by the root chord). The spreadsheet will calculate the MAC for you based on input values for wing area, wingspan, and taper ratio. Figure 3 shows a wing plan (top) view and how to graphically determine its length and MAC location. Go ahead and draw the top view of your wing and locate the MAC on it using Figure 3 as a guide. Mark the position 25 percent back Table 2



Item Approximate CG Location Wing 40-45% of the wing MAC Tail Surfaces 30-35% of the tail MAC Fuselage Structure (aft of the firewall) 35-45% of the fuselage length from the firewall to the end of the tail cone



from the leading edge of the MAC, as we will be measuring from this point to locate the horizontal tail. Looking at side views of airplanes similar to the one you're designing will help you make a good first guess where your wing needs to be in relation to the cockpit. The wing spars always seem to get in the way of where the people are, so keep that in mind when positioning your wing. Again, studying existing airplanes will help you see how others have solved this problem. Make your best guess where you think your wing will be on the fuselage and mark the fuselage station at the 25-percent MAC. Most airplanes have a horizontal tail arm length of 2.5 to 3.5 times the wing MAC, which is measured from the 25-percent location of the wing MAC to the 25-percent location of the horizontal tail MAC. Higher tail-arm-to-MAC ratios mean that an airplane will need a smaller tail to provide the desired amount of static stability. A longer arm provides greater dynamic stability, which becomes important when flying in bumpy air. For small airplanes the tail arm will usually be between 10 and 15 feet. Sketch in the rest of the fuselage and make the vertical tail area about 10 percent and the horizontal tail area about 20 percent of the wing area. Next time we will get them sized more accurately, but for now that will help get a first guess on their weights and allow you to finish sketching the three view. Go ahead and sketch in the cowl and propeller location using the side dimensions of your engine as a guide. Weight & Balance



Getting the weight and balance to work out for a new design involves a lot of trial and error, but using a spreadsheet makes the job easier and faster. (I feel sorry for the guys who used to have to do all the calculations by hand!) The spreadsheet estimates the weights of the different parts of the Sport Aviation
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MURPHY



HARTZELL NOTHING BEATS EXPLORING THE BACKCOUNTRY EXCEPT GETTING BACK OUT. "Utility planes require reliable performance for their rugged applications. Since Hartzell props are certificated they have been subjected to rigorous fatigue and stress testing not required of experimental props. So you can be assured the constant-speed Hartzell prop will provide the performance needed for primitive short-field work and the durability to take the abuse that comes with it. Call us at (604) 792-5855 and ask about our special builder pricing for Hartzell props."



For your FREE booklet, 'Technical Issues Involved In Selecting a Propeller System For Your Kitplane,"



use SPORT AVIATION'S reader service card.
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Darryl Murphy, President, Murphy Aircraft Mfg. Ltd



GOOD BUY GOODBYE. Flight control cable that's not QPL certified costs a few bucks



less than certified Mil-Spec cable. But what would it cost you and your family not to have QPL certified Mil-Spec cable? Why put your life on the line for a few bucks less. Insist on QPL certified Mil-Spec flight control cable. For the name of a distributor that carries QPL certified Mil-Spec cable, send us an email: [email protected].
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Supplying the aircraft enthusiast and every major U.S. commercial aircraft manufacturer. For more information, call Loos & Company: 1-800-533-5667. For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



airplane based on the information it asks for. You'll need to get the weight of the engine (and its accessories) you plan to use. The spreadsheet will add up all the weights and the desired payload to determine the estimated gross weight. Most likely this gross weight will be different than what you first guessed when you started your design. Go ahead and plug the new value into the gross weight location at the top of the spreadsheet and see what the new predicted gross weight will be. It usually only takes a few iterations before the two gross weights agree. Our first gross weight estimate for the example lightsport aircraft (the plane sport pilots will fly) we started designing last month was 1,143 pounds. To do a more detailed weight estimate we need to decide on the construction method and configuration. Let's use tandem seating, conventional landing gear (taildragger), metal-skinned, strutbraced high wing, and tube and fabric fuselage and tail surfaces. Plugging this information into the spreadsheet gives us an estimated gross weight of 1,155 pounds. Replacing our initial 1,143-pound estimate with 1,155, the spreadsheet re-estimates the different component weights based on this value and gives an estimated gross weight of 1,156 pounds. The higher gross weight has resulted in a stall speed higher than our desired limit, but increasing the wing area from 123 to 125 square feet remedied that problem. But a bigger wing weighs more, and the spreadsheet crunches the numbers and estimates the gross weight at 1,160 pounds. 50
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Airplane Design 101: Part 3 - Size 

Good handling qualities throughout the whole flight regime. ... As you do this, the airplane will start slowing down and climbing. In a stable airplane, when you release the ... stick-free static margin. The major ..... To download Cirrus DUATS from 
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Airplane Design 101 
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Selecting A Homebuilt Design - Part 3 The Airplane - Size 
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 
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Selecting A Homebuilt Design - Part 2: The Building Situation - Size 
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 
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Crashworthiness Design Guide Small Airplane Small Airplane 
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Buying An Airplane? - Part 1 
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Elements Of Airplane Design 
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Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds, Part 2 - Size 
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Lift and Thrust, Part 2 - Size 

In baseball (and softball) the pitcher can impart a spin, Fig. 31, to cause the ball to drop, rise, curve left or right. Igor Sikorsky once made tests to discover that.
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blind rivets application considerations (part 2 of 2 parts) - Size 

Sep 28, 1971 - extensions can often be employed, and the nosepiece of the tool can be extended ... I d\. Fig. 7. Back Clearance: Distance from the underside of the rivet head to .... should be set against a metallic rather than a plastic member.
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Metal Part 10 - Size 

So on that note, I'd like to take you on a tour ... save your money for other toys. Obvi- ..... Next month, like it or not, we're going to attack this final topic in earnest!
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Metal Part 11 - Size 

the aluminum with a DC voltage source and immersing it into an acid bath, with a negatively charged object present in the bathâ€”often the tank itself. Soft oxides.
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Human Factors: Part 1, Physical Dimensions in Cockpit Design - Size 

design and construction of a homebuilt aircraft, the de- signer and builder frequently become so engrossed in the mechanical problems of the project that human ...
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Metal Part 6 - Size 
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Metal Part 5 - Size 

which is another structurally undesirable effect. So what's ... The â€œmicrostopâ€� cage is the tool for this job. ... The body, or the â€œcageâ€� rather, is free to rotate around.
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Design Change Bulletins - Size 

would ask you to supply your material typewritten, double spaced, and drawings in dark lined pencil or ink. Mistakes found in drawings or construction practices ...
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The Elements of Tailless Airplane Design 
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Wing Design - Size 

affect the plane's flying properties. This paper is ... ness also affects the aerodynamic qualities of a wing â€” ... lent to about 1/32 inch grains of sand distributed on.
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Structural Design - Size 

Calculate the forces at work to maximize ... airplane's structure and work out all the .... having the correct angle is vital in .... This triangle can then be used. RPM.
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Wing Design - Size 

ISO 9001:2000 Certified. Photograph Courtesy of: Dr. Mike Schloss. Owner/Operator of â€œNaked Fannyâ€�. Airplanes built in the 1930s and. '40s were designed for ...
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